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Introduction

This paper discusses a multi-agent simulation theory which is serving as a

formal specification to guide the development of a multi-agent simulation

platform. We have extended an existing simulation language: GLIDER,

with abstractions to model systems where autonomous entities (agents)

perceive and act upon their environments. Thus far, we have completed

the development of the platform that implements the theory and we are

now applying it to the study of multi-agent systems. In particular, an

implementation on Biocomplexity is briefly discussed in the paper.
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Figure 1: Map of concepts in the theory
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Figure 2: A traditional dynamics with a difference
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A theory is a“supposition or system of ideas explaining something, esp.

one based on general principles independent of the particular things to be

explained”(Oxford Dictionary). Mathematicians have another definition:

“A collection of propositions to illustrate the principles of a subject”

(.ibid).

In the more acceptedsimulation theory[2], one finds a general

explanation of what a system is, its components and its transitions rules,

stated all as a collection of formalized, mathematical propositions. The

goal was to provide the developers ofsystems simulatorswith a

specification that says what a simulator must do and how it must behave

to simulate a system.
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In this paper, we presented a multi-agent, system-simulation theory with

exactly those purposes and with similar style.

This theory has served as the basic specification for the computing

simulation platform GALATEA [3, 4, 5] and we also expect it to enrich

the foundations for our studies on the problem of structural change, where

agents are regarded as important sources of change in the structure of

systems.
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In [6] F&M present a theory of multi-agent systems.

They describe dynamics systems with a sort ofenhancedstate in which

the universe being modelled is described via two types of “state

components”:influencesandenvironmental variables.

The later correspond to what is commonly known as state variables.

Whereas influences are “what come from inside the agents and are

attempts to modify a course of events that would have taken place

otherwise” [6](p73). The influence concept in the theory of F&M allows

to describe the concurrence of events and the transition of states.
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F&M declare that their model of action relies on three main concepts:

1. A distinction between influences and reactions, to deal with

simultaneous actions.

2. A decomposition of a whole system dynamics,δ, into two parts: the

dynamics of the environment (σ, theenvironmental state) and the

dynamics of the agents situated in this environment (γ, the set of all

their influences). Σ is the set of all the possibleenvironmental states

andΓ is the set of all the possible sets of influences, withγ ∈ Γ and

σ ∈ Σ.

3. A description of the different dynamics by abstract state machines,

which we use in the specification of the operational semantics of the

languages illustrated in section five.
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Typically, an agent is characterized as tuple of attributes and a set of

functions that transform that tuple.

Similarly, a whole system is also characterized as a tuple (that includes its

agents’ tuples) and a set of transformation functions.
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We describe an agent as a 6-tuple:

< Pa,Ka, Ga, P erceptiona, Updatea, P lanninga > (1)

< k′
a, g′

a, γ′
a >= Behavioura(t, ra, ka, ga, γ) (2)

where

t: Current time.

ra: Amount of time allocated for reasoning.

ka: Agent’s knowledge base.

ga: Set of agent’s goals.

γ: Past set of influences.

γa: Set of influences that this agent is producing.
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The arguments of the functionBehavioura come as outputs from other

functions:

k′
a = Updatea(t, Perceptiona(γ), ka) (3)

< γ′
a, g′

a > = Planninga(t, ra, k′
a, ga) (4)
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Evolution(t, < s1, s2, .., sn >, σ, γ) =

Evolution(Cycle(< s1, s2, .., sn >, t, σ, γ)) (5)

sa =< ka, ga > (6)

Cycle, the function that steps from one global situation into the next, is

defined as:

< t′, < s′
1, s

′
2, .., s

′
n >, σ′, γ′ >=

Cycle(< s1, s2, .., sn >, t, σ, γ) (7)

< σ′, γ′ >= React(Λ, β, t, σ, γ ∪a γa) (8)

in which the newly introduced symbols are explained as follows:
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t: Current time.

sa: Agenta’s internal state.

σ: System “static” state: The environmental variables.

γ: Set of previous influences on the environment.

γa: Set of Agenta’s new influences.

Λ: The laws of the system.

β: Background knowledge that supports the description of the

system.
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This description of the system must also include the equations:

Λ = Select(Network, ξ) (9)

ξ = NextEvent(γ) (10)

t′ = TimeOf(ξ) (11)

β = Interpret(InitDecl) (12)
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< σ′, γ′ >= React(Λ,Λ, scan, β, t, σ, γ ∪a γa) (13)

< s′
a, γa >= Behavioura(t, ra, ka, ga, γ) (14)
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The example here described is an outcome of the project Biocomplexity:

Integrating Models of Natural and Human Dynamics in Forest

Landscapes Across Scales and Cultures

(http://www.geog.unt.edu/biocomplexity ). It aims to

model and simulate land use and changes in vegetation cover as a

consequence of human actions.
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NETWORK

LANDSCAPE (A) :: // SpaSim’s invocation code

AGENTS

Settler (AGENT) ::

GOALS

if supervised then go_elsewhere;

if not(occupied_land), not(supervised), abandoned_land

then settle_down_with_strategy_1;

if not(occupied_land), not(supervised),

land_is_forest_without_timber

then settle_down_with_strategy_2;

if not(occupied_land), not(supervised),

land_is_forest_with_timber

then settle_down_with_strategy_3;

if land_does_not_produce, not(occupied_land_next)

then expand;

...

Figure 3: Partial view of the Caparo Model in GALATEA
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BELIEFS

to settle_down_with_strategy_1 do move_in.

to settle_down_with_strategy_2 do move_in, cut.

to settle_down_with_strategy_3 do move_in, cut, sale_wood.

INTERFACE

// Code to explain the effects of the agents’

// actions on the environment.

INIT

// Initiation services.

time_step := 10;

ACT(LANDSCAPE, 0);

DECL

// Instructions to declare the data structures

// including those based on the SpaSim library

END.

Figure 4: Partial view of the Caparo Model in GALATEA
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Simulation results are portrayed as graphics (Figure 5) that show the

percentage of total forest area by each of the policy scenarios

(Agroforestry, Forestry, Hands-off) and maps that show the spatial

distribution of land-use types obtained in each of the scenarios at each

time step.
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Figure 5: Percentage of total forest area by each of the policy scenarios
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Figure 6 shows the final state of the Caparo Forest Reserve for each

policy scenario. Our theory allows for modularity by means of a function

Behavioura for each agent but also a conceptually higher modularity by

distinguishing the agents from the natural system of the forest reserve.
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Figure 6: Resulting maps at the end of the simulation for each one of the

policy scenarios
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a mathematical theory that state what

multi-agent systems are and how they evolve through time. This theory is

being used as formal specification to guide the implementation of a

multi-agent simulation platform that we have called GALATEA. This is a

multi-language platform: we use an extension to a mature simulation

language (GLIDER) to describe “the world” (the environment) in which

the agents are embedded (theNETWORKsection in the example above).

And, we also use a set of logic programming languages to specify each

agent’s goals and beliefs (theAGENTSsection).

We have completed the development of a platform that implements the

theory and we are now applying it to the study of multi-agent systems.
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